Abstract-We discuss the problem of texture recognition based on the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). We performed a number of numerical experiments to establish whether the accuracy of classification is optimal when GLCM entries are aggregated into standard metrics like contrast, dissimilarity, homogeneity, entropy, etc., and compared these metrics to several alternative aggregation methods. We conclude that k nearest neighbors classification based on raw GLCM entries typically works better than classification based on the standard metrics for noiseless data, that metrics based on principal component analysis inprove classification, and that a simple change from the arithmetic to quadratic mean in calculating the standard metrics also improves classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Texture is a qualitative property we use to describe the touch or visual aspects of surfaces. The problem considered here is the recognition and characterization of visual textures in image processing. Intuitive and often broad notions of texture make it difficult to articulate a specific mathematical definition, however it is generally accepted that it refers to an optical pattern with a number of elements including spatial variations in intensity or wavelength [1] . Smooth textures, for instance, are characterized by subtle and gradual spatial variations, whilst course textures refer to the oppositedrastic variations over short distances. Of course, there are other textural ideas not located on a continuum between these two, such as scaly, furry, bumpy, swirly, and so on. Some of these are only identifiable in terms of touch, others are purely visual notions.
The grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) was introduced by Haralick et al in 1973 [2] , [3] as the "grey-tone spatial-dependence matrix" along with 14 metrics derived from it to quantify textures. The GLCM indicates how often different combinations of grey levels occur in a given image. It is a symmetric and square matrix with each element {i, j} indicating the probability of a grey level i, neighboring a grey level j in a given direction 1 The size of the GLCM is dependent on the number of grey levels considered, not the size of the image itself. Metrics derived from the GLCM are hence based on the relationship between any two neighboring Gleb Beliakov and Simon James are with the School of Engineering and Information Technology, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Hwy, Burwood, 3125, Australia (phone: +613 9251 74754; email: gleb@deakin.edu.au, sjg@deakin.edu.au). Luigi Troiano is with RCOST -University of Sannio, 82100 Benevento, Italy (email: troiano@unisannio.it) 1 The matrix is made symmetric by calculating the occurrence of neighboring grey levels in one direction and then again in the opposite direction. This way, the probability of i being next to j is the same as j to i. In this paper, we have used the average of the 8 compass directions, however this is not always the case for the GLCM. pixels. They include the GLCM mean, contrast and entropy. In combination, these features can be used to quantitatively evaluate a small window of a digital image and characterize its texture. They are also used for classification, for instance, by k nearest neighbor (kNN) methods.
The mentioned metrics may not discriminate well between various textures. In this contribution we are interested in defining new features that may discriminate certain textures better. We note that most of the mentioned features (see Section II for their definitions) are weighted means of GLCM entries, which are averaging aggregation functions [4] - [7] . Then a valid question is whether there are other aggregation functions that may discriminate textures better. Further, for a chosen broad class of aggregation functions, is it possible to compute its parameters that maximize discrimination?
In this paper we consider the classes of weighted arithmetic means and general linear functions as alternatives for calculating texture features. The next section outlines the details of the GLCM method and provides some basic definitions. In Section III we formulate our problem of calculating new image features. In Section IV we discuss our numerical experiments and present their results. Section V contains the conclusions.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

A. GLCM calculation
In order to calculate the GLCM one must first define the window size, number of grey levels and offset direction. Where n is the number of grey levels considered, the GLCM will be an n × n matrix. As an intermediate step, an n × n framework matrix can be defined which counts the occurrences of neighboring pixels with the given spatial relationship. For instance, using east as the offset direction with four grey levels (1=black, 4=white), the cell (1,1) would record the number of times black occurs next to black (either moving 1 pixel east or 1 pixel west). The cell (1, 3) would record the number of times black occurs next to light grey, or light grey next to black. This will hence be the same entry as (3,1). This framework matrix is then normalized by calculating, for each cell, the occurrences of each grey-level combination divided by the total of all cells. The following metrics are derived from the GLCM P . Angular Second Moment (ASM)
B. Aggregation functions
Aggregation functions play an important role in several areas, including fuzzy logic, decision making, expert systems, risk analysis and image processing. Recent books [4] - [7] provide a comprehensive overview of aggregation functions and methods of their construction.
The purpose of aggregation functions is to combine several input values into a single output value, which in some sense represents all the inputs. Typically the inputs and outputs are real numbers from (ii) x ≤ y implies f (x) ≤ f (y) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1] n . The vector inequality is understood componentwise. Aggregation functions may possess various properties, which often classify them into special classes. We are interested in averaging functions. An aggregation function f is called averaging if it is bounded (for all x ∈ [0, 1] n ) by
This condition is equivalent to idempotency: f (t, t, . . . , t) = t for ant t ∈ [0, 1].
Weighted arithmetic means (WAM) are the most common aggregation functions. GLCM metrics CON, DIS, HOM and GLCM mean are the WAM (up to a normalizing constant), the root of ASM is a quadratic mean, MAX is also an aggregation function.
In this work we are interested in other means, e.g. weighted power mean
. . , n, as well as other linear functions (not aggregation functions)
in which w i are unrestricted.
III. CALCULATION OF NEW IMAGE FEATURES
We saw from Section II that many of the GLCM derived features are weighted means of GLCM entries. Hence our main question is whether other means, or linear functions can be used as features to improve classification.
Consider a multiclass classification problem. We shall use a standard kNN method for classification, with the train and test data given as follows.
• Raw GLCM entries (in total The number of principal components was chosen to coincide with the number of standard features, and the number of linear functions is the same as the total number of classes we had.
As the experimental data we took the set of 12 Brodatz textures available from http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.cgi (see Figs. 1-6 ). For each image we calculated several GLCMs with n = 8 gray levels 2 using 64 × 64 window with a random upper left corner. The data set was split into training (600 GLCMs) and test (1800 GLCMs) parts.
From each GLCM in the training data set we calculated various metrics as outlined above. We used the Minitab 12.1 software to perform PCA and LDA on the raw GLCM and calculated coefficients of 10 and 12 linear functions respectively. These linear functions were used to determine and calculate the new metrics for both train and test data sets. We also calculated another set of 12 linear discriminant functions based on minimizing the following criterion minimize IntraclassST D i − P × InterclassST D i (1) i = 1, . . . , 12, P = 0.5. The interclass standard deviation involves all classes but the i-th. This criterion is similar in purpose to LDA, in which the ratio of Interclass/Intraclass standard deviations is maximized, but involves a different criterion. We performed optimization by a combination of random start and discrete gradient method [8] , [9] .
In addition we performed the same type of experiments with noisy test data. The noise was generated by superimposing two textures, the original image and an image with vertical strips, transparency 0.9. This kind of noise cannot be eliminated from the image by standard de-noising methods (see Figs. 7-8 ). 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
We performed the following experiments using kNN standard classification method on M -class classification problems, M = 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12. For M < 12 we used 10 different combinations of M out of 12 classes to collect statistics. We used k = 1 and k = 5 and standardized the train and test data to have 0 means and 1 standard deviation.
Tables I-VI summarize our results. We see that the raw GLCM data provides the highest accuracy on noiseless and noisy data. This is not unexpected, as any aggregation method reduces the available information, although for data with noise this may be desired to avoid overfitting. We also observed that k = 1 generally provides better accuracy than k = 5. Also larger M lead to decreasing accuracy, as expected. Brick was the most common texture to be misclassified, often being confused for Beach sand (Fig. 4a) or Wood grain (Fig. 5a) .
The use of principal components improves the accuracy given by the standard metrics. The methods based on LDA and minimizing criterion (1) are marginally worse than the standard metrics, and there was no clear difference in performance of these methods.
Changing the contrast from the arithmetic to power mean did not improve the performance, but changing dissimilarity and homogeneity from arithmetic to power means (with the same weights) systematically improved the accuracy by a relatively small factor.
We note that the standard metrics contain redundant features. We performed an analysis based on removing some of the metrics from calculating distances in kNN, and noticed that the performance stays the same if the GLCM mean, variance and dissimilarity are removed. This leaves us with the important metrics ASM, CON, ENT, ENG, DIS and Correlation. With this reduced set of metrics (7 metrics row in the tables) the accuracy marginally improved. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions we can make from our analysis are the following.
• Some of the standard metrics derived based on GLCM are redundant.
• Dimensions found by PCA are better suited to discrim-inate between classes.
• Methods based on optimizing inter and intra-class variance are generally not better than the standard metrics.
• Standard metrics can be improved by using weighted power means rather than arithmetic means.
• Without any noise, or with a small noise level, raw GLCM entries better discriminate classes with the nearest neighbor method. Of course, when using each of the approaches, one needs to take into account the balance between the accuracy and computational effort. While dimensions found by PCA improve the accuracy, their computation may not be always warranted. In contrast, a simple change from the arithmetic to quadratic mean does not involve much extra effort, but systematically improves the accuracy, and can be suggested for routine computations.
Our next goal is to analyze the image segmentation problem based on texture. This is a more challenging problem because the neighborhood of each pixel may contain several textures. Further, we will investigate the use and aggregation of the directional GLCMs (at the moment we simply average them). This may help to eliminate various anisotropic effects (such as image shrinking in one dimension). Alternative aggregation methods of non-redundant standard metrics is also part of this line of research.
